
SCREENING OF DOCUMENTARY ALIF

    

our institute has screened an “Educational Documentary - Alif” in our college Auditorium.
Alif revolves around the life of young Boy Ali and how his education becomes a grave issue. 
While he is earlier shown to be obtaining seminary education (at a Madarsa), his father, Raza 
soon realizes that in order to remain competent in this fast growing world, it is equally important 
for his son to learn English education. After Ali’s father, Raza’s estranged sister, Zehra who has 
one serious time there, yet at the same time, when she returns, she hasn’t been vanquished by her 
conditions there. Her heart is still delicate and her perspectives dynamic. She needs Raza’s child 
Ali, to stop the neighborhood Arabic theological college in Banaras and insists on providing 
convent education to Ali, so as to secure his future as a doctor. It is difficult for little Ali to make 
the move. It’s hardly a surprise that Alif is ineffective at school, since he knows little beyond the 
verses of the Koran. He needs to pack 12 years of English and One of his evil teacher treat him 
like hell as he don’t like children from madarsa face appalling treatment from educators who 
don’t care for a madrasa kid in their middle. They attempt to crash his training and treat him 
savagely. Raza also faces a difficult time with his sister who was married in Pakistan and was 
experiencing hell. Thus begins Raza and Ali’s fight against the society that’s not very accepting 
towards this change.
Educational Implications of Movie
Movie has shown how to include the modern approach of Inclusion, in a scene from movie 
where the principal gave admission to a muslim boy who was studying at madarsa earlier. The 
movie has shown how teachers discriminate with students on the basis of religion. 



Alif movie at the end will leave you in a state where you will find the humanity in the 
society. There is no such patterns of belief which can make you separate from the rest of the 
world. Whatever the religious books say to people, it will be different from what they 
understand. The preacher also doesn’t say thing which opposes the humanity of a person. This is 
what we will learn from the movie.

 


